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Introduction 
Let G be a finite group, L(G) the lattice of all subgroups of G and L(G) = 
L(G)-(1, G} the poset of non-trivial proper subgroups of G. Denote by IL(G)] 
the simplicial complex associated with L(G): the k-simplices of IL(G)] are the 
chains Ho < HI < * . +< Hk in L(G). It was shown in [5] that if G is soluble with 
chief length n, then IL(G)] has the homotopy type of a bouquet of spheres of 
dimension n -2. Therefore H,-,(IL(G)() is free of rank m, where m is the 
number of spheres in the bouquet, while Hi(JL(G)I) = 0 for 0 # if n - 2. Now G 
acts by conjugation on L(G) and this induces an action of G on IL(G)) and on 
H,-,(IL(G)(). The purpose of this paper is to describe the representation of G on 
H,,-&(G)]). We prove that H,-,(IL(G)() . 1s a p ermutation representation of G 
which is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of Z[G/T], for a suitable comple- 
ment T of the commutator subgroup G’ of G called an infiltrated complement. In 
fact there exists a decomposition of (L(G)1 as a bouquet of spheres such that G 
already permutes the spheres. This decomposition is introduced in Section 1. 
Section 2 deals with the properties of the infiltrated complements of G’. The main 
result states that they are all conjugate. These infiltrated complements of G’ turn 
out in Section 3 to be the stabilizers T of the various spheres in the bouquet. This 
last section completes the description of the G-module structure of H,-,(lL(G)(). 
1. Decomposition of L(G) as a bouquet of spheres 
Let G be a finite soluble group and fix a chief series 
l=N,aN,a. ..aN,-,aN,=G. 
All the constructions, computations and proofs which we shall give depend on the 
choice of the chief series, but all final results depend only on G since they deal 
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with the poset L(G). The following result is the starting point: 
Theorem 1.1 ([5, Corollaire 4.101). The simplicial complex IL(G)1 has the 
homotopy type of a bouquet of m = m1m2 * * * m,-l spheres of dimension n -2, 
where mi is the number of complements of N,IN,-, in G/N,-1. 
In order to describe the action of G on IL(G)], we need an explicit decomposi- 
tion of (L(G)] as a bouquet. Unfortunately this does not come out of [5] in a 
straightforward manner, so Theorem 1.1 needs to be revisited. Theorem 1.4 
below provides the decomposition we look for and contains in particular all 
statements of Theorem 1.1. Moreover, the proof of Theorem 1.4 given here uses 
only elementary results while our proof of Theorem 1.1 in [5] depended heavily 
on Quillen’s difficult Theorem A [7, Proposition 1.61. In fact one can also prove 
Theorem 1.1 by repeated applications of the main theorem of [ l] which deals with 
an arbitrary lattice. For a purely homological approach to Theorem 1.1, see also 
131. 
The group G is said to be complemented if every normal subgroup of G has a 
complement. If G is not complemented, (L(G)] is contractible because, using a 
chief series going through a non-complemented normal subgroup, one of the 
integers mi in Theorem 1.1 is zero. Therefore we may as well assume that G is 
complemented (though this has no importance before Section 2). In fact G is 
complemented if and only if, for the given chief series, every chief factor NJNi-i 
has a complement in G/N,-i (see [5] for other equivalent conditions). 
By a chain of complements we shall mean a series 
l=C,<C,-,<* - -<C,<C,,= G, 
where Ci is a complement of Ni. Note that this is a maximal chain thanks to the 
following lemma which we shall also need later: 
Lemma 1.2. Let G be a finite soluble group and N a minimal normal subgroup of 
G. Then: 
(a) If C is a proper subgroup of G such that NC = G, then C is a complement of 
N. 
(b) Every complement of N is a maximal subgroup. 
Proof. (a) Cn N is normalized by C but also by N because N is abelian. 
Therefore C II N is normal in NC = G and by minimality of N, we get either 
C n N = 1 or C rl N = N. This last case is impossible because it would imply 
C=NC=G. 
(b) If C is a complement of N and C<D < G, then by (a), D is a complement 
of N andso C=D. 0 
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If N is a normal subgroup of G and C a complement of N, then C is 
isomorphic to G/N via the natural map G + G/N: In order to keep track of what 
is going on with the induced isomorphism L(C)-L(ci/N), we state the 
following result which will be often used. The proof is easy [5, Lemma 4.6(d)]. 
Lemma 1.3. Let C be a complemkt of the normal subgroup N. Identify L(G/N) 
wirh the poset of subgroups of G containing N. Then: 
(a) The isomorphism L(C) - L( G/N) is given by X H NX. 
(b) The inverse isomorphism L(G/N) w L(C) is given by Y w Y n C. 
Let F(G) be the set of all chains of complements in G. By building up a chain 
of complements from the top (and using the isomorphism GINi = C,), one 
computes easily the cardinality of T(G). One gets Card(T(G)) = m = 
m,m, . . * m,-l, where mi is the number of complements of N~Ni-, in G/Ni-1. In 
particular, T(G) # pl if and only if G is complemented. Note also that T(G) has a 
natural structure of G-set, G acting by conjugation. 
Let -y=(l=C,<. . * < Co = G) be a chain of complements. Denote by sy the 
sublattice of L(G) generated by the subgroups Ci (0 < i < n) and the subgroups Ni 
(0 <i <n). Let S, = s,, -{l, G’) be the proper part,of sY. 
If P is a poset, denote by IPI the simplicial complex whose k-simplices are the 
chains po<pl<*. .<pk in P. 
Theorem 1.4. Let G be a finite soluble group and for each y E r(G) let S, be the 
subposet of L(G) defined above. Let also 
K(G)= U S,. 
vd-(G) 
In case G is not complemented (that is r(G) = fl), let K(G) = {Nd. 
(i) The inclusion IK(G)( + IL(G)\ is a homotopy equivalence. 
(ii) If r(G) # 8, K(G)1 = u&-(G) IS,\, that is, every chain in K(G) lies in some 
(iii) %e decomposition in (ii) is a decomposition of (K(G)\ as a bouquet. 
(iv) For each -y~r(G), IS,1 has the homotopy type of a sphere of dimension 
n -2. 
(v) The action of G on L(G) preserues K(G) and permutes the subposets S,. 
(vi) The sets T(G) and {S, ( y E r(G)} are isomorphic G-sets, that is, 
gs,g-’ = Sgyg-l for all g E G, y E r(G). 
(vii) For each y E T(G), the stabilizer of S, is the normalizer of the chain y. 
Proof. We shall use the techniques introduced in [7] and [5], and refer to those 
papers as much as possible. We assume that T(G) # 8. The case r(G) = fl will be 
treated at the end of the proof. We proceed by induction on the chief length n. If 
n = 1, G is cyclic of prime order and there is a unique chain of complements 
1 <G. Moreover, K(G) = L(G) = @ and the empty set is viewed [7, Section 7; 5, 
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Section 21 as a sphere of dimension -1. Therefore all statements of the theorem 
are trivial. Assume now n > 1. We first need to describe inductively the various 
posets involved and the associated simplicial complexes. This is the purpose of the 
next three lemmas. 
Let N = iV1 and denote by Nl the set of all complements of hr. If C E Nl and if 
6 E T(C) is a chain of complements in C relative to the chief series 
laN*nCa* . -aPI,-,ncac, 
we write 8 E I’(G) for the chain of complements in G obtained by adding G at the 
top of 6. Conversely, given any chain of complements y E r(G), let C be the 
maximal subgroup in the chain y. If one deletes G at the top of y, one finds a 
chain 6 which is by Lemma 1.3 a chain of complements in the group C, relative to 
the above chief series, and we have y = 8. 
In order to emphasize the dependance on G, write S,, = S,(G). 
Lemma 1.5. Let 6 E I’(C) and y = 8 E T(G). Then 
S,(G)={N ClUS,(C)U{~lX~S,(C)l. 
Proof. Recall that S,(G) = S,(G) U{l, G} and also s,(C) = S,(C) U{l, C}. Let 
S:(G) = s,(C) U{NXI XE s,(C)}. It is enough to show that S,(G) = S:(G) be- 
cause the lemma follows by deleting 1 and G on both sides. Since S,(G) is closed 
under taking intersections and joins, we have Sk(G) c S,(G). Now by Lemma 1.3, 
N(N, n C) = Ni so that all subgroups Ni and Ci belong to Sk(G). Therefore we 
only have to show that S:(G) is a sublattice of L(G). Since s,(C) is closed under 
taking joins, so is t;(G). Now since by Lemma 1.3 NXflC= X for XE s,(C), it 
is easy to see that S:(G) is closed under taking intersections because so is s,(C). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1.5. 0 
Now for each C E Nl, define the following subposets of L(G): 
A(C) ={N, C}UK(C)U{NXI XEK(C)}, 
B(C)={N, c}uL(c)u{Nx) XEL(C)}. 
Let Z denote the suspension and write Y - 2 to mean that the simplicial 
complexes Y and 2 have the same homotopy type. 
Lemma 1.6. IA( - I: Ill, IBW>l - 2 (L(C)\ and Is,(G)[ - 2 Is,(c)(. 
Proof. Let A,(C)={C}UK(C) and A2(C)={N}UK(C)U{iVXI XEK(C)}. Then 
IAl( is a cone on ]K(C)] while IA,(C)] is conically contractible on N (see [7, 
1.51) because H<NHaN for all HE AZ(C). Since IAl( U IA,(C)] = IA(C)] and 
IMC>l n I&W>l = Iw)l, we obtain IA(C)] - Z IK(C)l. The other two claims are 
proved exactly in the same way, using Lemma 1.5 for the last one. So Lemma 1.6 
is proved. Cl 
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Since K(C) = U 6Er(c) S,(C), Lemma 1.5 implies that 
U A(C)= U U S~(G)=ys~G)Sy(G)=K(G). 
C.zNL CENT 6d-CC) 
Let also L’(G)= UCENl B(C). 
Lemma 1.7. (a) (K(G)\ = UCeNl IA( and lL’(G)I= UcENl Ill. 
(b) Each of rhe above two decompositions is a decomposition as a bouquet. 
Proof. First note that by Lemma 1.3, {NX\ XE K(C)}= K(G/N) is independent 
of C E N*. Therefore K(G) = {N) U K(G/N) U (U c-N1 ({C} U K(C))). Now let (T = 
(H,<H,C* * * <Hk) be a simplex in )K(G)I. Then either NsH, and cr E 
I(N) U K(G/N)J c IA(C)] for any C E Nl, or there exists i s k such that Hi s C for 
some C E iV1 and i maximal with respect to this property. Then Hi E K(C) for j d i 
and Hi E K(G/N) for j > i. Hence (T E IA(C The proof of the second claim in (a) 
is exactly the same. 
In order to prove (b), it suffices to show [5, Lemma 2.81 that if Jc N* has at 
least 2 elements, then &, (A(C)\ is contractible. But this follows from the 
contraction H s NH 2 N for H E ncE, A(C). Note that since card J 2 2, H cannot 
be a complement of N. Therefore by Lemma 1.2, NH# G and so the contraction 
takes place within &, A(C). The same proof applies to the second decomposi- 
tion and so Lemma 1.7 is proved. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 1.4 (continued). (i) We prove that both inclusions [K(G)\+ 
V-‘(G)1 and IL’(G)1 + lUG)l are homotopy equivalences. Since IK(C)l+ JL(C)( is 
a homotopy equivalence, so is its suspension IA( + IB(C)l. Now take on both 
sides the bouquet over C E N1 and apply Lemma 1.7. This proves that IK(G)I + 
IL’(G)1 is a homotopy equivalence. 
For the second inclusion, we construct an order-preserving map 4 : L(G) + 
L’(G) which is the identity on L’(G) and satisfies d(X) SX for all XE L(G). By 
[7, 1.31, the map 4 induces a homotopy inverse of the inclusion (L’(G)\ + IL(G)\. 
First note that L’(G) consists of all HE L(G) which either contain N or are 
contained in some complement C of N. Indeed B(C) = {IV, C} UL(G/N) U L(C) 
and L’(G) = UCENl B(C). Now define 4(H)=NH if HEL(G)-L’(G). Since H 
is not a complement of N, we have NH# G by Lemma 1.2 and so +(H)E 
L(G/N)cL’(G). Extend 4 as the identity on L’(G). Clearly 4(X)2X for all 
X E L(G). In order to show that Q is an order-preserving map, let X s Y in L(G). 
If both X and Y either belong or do not belong to L’(G), or if XE L’(G) and 
Y#L’(G), then clearly EGG. N ow if X#L’(G) and YEL’(G), then Y 
cannot be contained in some complement C of N otherwise X < C and X E L’(G). 
Therefore Y 5 N and we get 
c$(X)=NxsNY= Y=&. 
(ii) Since JK(G)( = lJCENl IA(C)1 by Lemma 1.7, we only have to prove that 
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IN’31 = User(c) IS,(G)l. Let u= (H,,<H,<* * - <Hk) be a simplex in IA(C)]. Let 
i be maximal such that Hi SC (with i = - 1 if Ho+ C). Then N< Hi+, because 
A(C) = {N, C} U K(C) U K(G/N). The simplex 7=(Ho<** ’ <Hi ~Hi+ln 
cc-* * < Hk nC) lies in IK(C)(, hence by induction belongs to some IS,(C)(. 
Note that if Hi+1 = NH,, then Hi = Hi,, n C and r must be understood as being 
7=(Ho<* . .<Hi<Hi+,nC<. . . <Hk fl C). Now it follows from Lemma 1.5 
that u is a simplex in I!&(G)\, using the equality N(Hi n C) = Hi (Lemma 1.3). 
(iii) Since by Lemma 1.7 (K(G)1 = lJCENl IA( is a bouquet, we only have to 
show that IA(C User(c) IMG)l is a bouquet. But this is the suspension of the 
decomposition IK(C>l = User(o) IS,(C)l which is a bouquet by induction. 
(iv) IS,(C)) has the homotopy type of a sphere of dimension n - 3 by induction 
and ISs(G)l-2 (S,(C)1 by Lemma 1.6. The result follows. 
(v), (vi) It suffices to prove (vi), but this is clear since the conjugate by g of the 
lattice S,(G) generated by the subgroups Ni and the subgroups in y is obviously 
the lattice generated by the subgroups Ni and the subgroups in the chain gyg-‘. 
(vii) is an immediate consequence of (vi). 
The proof is complete if r(G) # 8. If now r(G) = 8, we only have to prove (i), 
that is we have to prove that (L(G)\ is contractible. If N* = 8, this follows from 
the contraction H <NH> N because NH# G by Lemma 1.2. If N* # 8, then 
T(C) = fl for all C E N*. Define A(C) as in the proof above. Again one shows that 
I IA( is a bouquet and is homotopy equivalent to IL(G)!. Moreover, 
:;;I - x IK(C)J is contractible since K(C) is a point. Therefore IL(G)! is 
contractible. Cl 
Remark. Let r=(l<C,-,<a . * < Ci < G) E r(G) be a chain of complements. If 
one carries on with the analysis of the poset S,, it is easy to see by induction on 
the chief length n that S, is a modular lattice with N,, N2n C,, . . . , N,,-, n 
Cnm2, C,,-, as minimal elements. Every element of S, can be written uniquely as a 
join of minimal elements, so that S,, is isomorphic to the lattice P(iV’) of all 
subsets of the set M of minimal elements of 5,. Also S,, = P(M) = p(M) - ($9, M}. 
2. Miltrated complements 
Let G be a group with a finite chief series 
l=N,,aN,a. * -aN,-,aN, = G. 
A complement C of Nk is said to be upper injiltrated if there exist complements Ci 
of Ni for 0 < i < k such that 
C=C,<C,-,<.-*<C,<C,,=G. 
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Similarly C is a lower infiltrured complement of Nk if there exist complements Ci 
of Ni for k sisn such that 
Finally, C is infiltruted if it is both upper and lower infiltrated. These definitions 
depend on the choice of a chief series going through Nk but the concepts do not: 
Proposition 2.1. (a) C is a lower infiltrated complemenr of Nk if and only if the 
group G/N, = C is complemented. 
(b) If C is an upper injiltruted complement of Nk and if 1= M,a MI 4 * * * a 
Mk=NkQ... is another chief series going through Nk, then there exist complements 
Bi of Mi for O<i<k such that C=B,<B,_,<...<B,<B,=G. 
(c) There exists an upper infiltrated complement of Nk if and only if each Ni has a 
complement for 0 s i s k. 
(d) Infiltrated complements always exist in complemenred groups. 
Proof. (a) If G/N, is complemented, so is G/N, for i 5 k. Inductively, choose a 
complement of N-,+,/N, in GINi and take its image Ci+l via the isomorphism 
GINi s Ci. This gives a chain 6f complements between 1 and C. Conversely, if C 
is lower infiltrated, then every Ni has a complement for i L k. As already noticed 
in Section 1, this is known to imply that G/N, is complemented in the case of 
finite soluble groups. If G/N, is not a finite soluble group, it is easy to see that the 
same result holds. The proof runs in a way which is very similar to the proof of (b) 
below and is left to the reader. 
(b) Case 1. MI= N,. 
C1 is a complement of N, = M,. By Lemma 1.3, C is an upper infiltrated 
complement of Nk fl C1 in C1, relative to the chief series 
Consider now the other chief series 1 a M2 rl C,a. . . a Mk rl C1 = Nk fl C1. It 
follows by induction that there exist complements Bi of Mi fl C1 (for 2 s i =z k) 
such that C = Bk < Bk--l < * * * <B, < C,. Then Bi is easily seen to be a comple- 
ment of Mi in G. We choose B1 = C1 and we are done. 
Case 2. Mi = Ni for 2~ i s k, M, # N,. 
Since we are dealing with chief series, we obviously have N, fl MI = 1 and 
N,M, = N2. Define Bi = Ci for 2 s i s k and B1 = N,C,. There remains to show 
that B1 is a complement of MI. But M,N,CZ= N2C2= G and if m = nc with 
mEM,, nEN1, CE&, then c=n-‘mEN2nC2=1 and m=nEM1nN,=l. 
Therefore M, fl N1C2 = 1. 
Generul case. We can assume M, # N,. Define QZ = N,M, and choose a chief 
series of G between Qz and Nk, Q,a Q, 4. * * a Qk = Nk. Case 1 allows to go 
from the series 1 a N1 a - .-aNk to the series laN,aQ,a...aQ,. Then by 
Case 2 one can move from that series to the series 1 a MI a QZ a - - . a Qk. By 
Case 1 again, one ends up with the series 1 a MI a. - - a Mk. 
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(c) If there exists an upper infiltrated complement of iVk, then clearly each Ni 
has a complement (1~ i s k). Conversely choose a complement C1 of N,. Since 
each NJN, has a complement in G/N, and by Lemma 1.3, we can use induction 
for the series 1 Q N2 fl C1 Q * . . a Nk n C1 in the group C1. Therefore there exists 
an upper infiltrated complement C of Nk rl C1 in C1. Then C is an upper 
infiltrated complement of iVk in G. 
(d) follows from (a) and (c). 0 
In the next section we shall deal with infiltrated complements of the com- 
mutator subgroup G’ of a soluble group. They happen to behave very nicely: 
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a finite soluble group. All upper infiltrated complements of 
G’ are conjugate (when they exist). 
The proof is based on the following lemma in cohomology of groups: 
Lemma 2.3. Let T be an upper infiltrated complement of the commutator subgroup 
of a finite soluble group G. Let k be a field and S a simple kG-module. If S is not 
the trivial module, then the restriction map 
H’(G, S) -=+H’(T, S) 
is the zero map. 
Proof. If the characteristic of k is zero or prime to ICI, then every kG-module is 
injective by Maschke theorem and therefore the cohomology vanishes. So one can 
asume that the characteristic of k is a prime p dividing (G(. We proceed by 
induction on IG\, starting with the case where G is abelian. Then G = P X Q with P 
a p-group and Q a p’group. Since Resr S is semi-simple (by Clifford’s theorem) 
and since the trivial module is the only simple kP-module, P acts trivially on S 
and hence S can be viewed as a simple kQ-module. The submodule SQ of 
invariant elements is zero because S is not the trivial module. Consider now the 
inflation-restriction sequence 
O--+H’(G/Q, SQ)i”f-H’(G, S)-=+H’(Q, S). 
The first term is zero because SQ = 0. Since Q is a p’-group and S is a module 
over a field of characteristic p, H’(Q, S) = 0. Therefore H’(G, S) = 0 and the 
lemma is proved in the abelian case. 
If now G’> 1, let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G contained in G’. Since 
G is soluble, iV is an elementary abelian q-group for some prime q. If the trivial 
module is not a submodule of Res, S, then SN = 0 and moreover p # q since 
otherwise N is a p-group and the trivial module (being the only simple kN- 
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module) must appear in Res, S. Consider again the sequence 
O-H’(G/N, P’)infEP(G, S)-=+ H’(N, S). 
We get H’(G, S) = 0 in the same way as above and we are done in that case. 
Finally, assume that the trivial module is a submodule of Res,S. By Clifford’s 
theorem, Res, S is the direct sum of conjugate of the trivial module, and so N 
acts trivially on S. Since T is an upper infiltrated complement of G’ and N< G’, 
there exists a complement H of N such that T< H. Moreover (G/N)’ = G’/N, so 
by Lemma 1.3, H’ = G’ n H and T is an upper infiltrated complement of H’ in H. 
Since N acts trivially on S and H= G/N, the module S can be viewed as a 
(non-trivial) kH-module. Therefore the induction hypothesis applies to H and T, 
and so the map H’(H, S);H'(T, S) is zero. Finally H’(G, S)%H’(T, S) is 
zero since it factors through H’(H, S). 0 
Remark. Suppose T = C, < C,-, < * * * < C1 c C, = G is a chain of complements 
for the normal subgroups of a chief series of G going through G’, where T is a 
complement of G’. Then it actually comes out of the above proof that one of the 
groups H’(Ci, S) must be zero, namely when i is the smallest integer such that 
Ni+1 acts trivially on S. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We proceed again by induction on IGI. There is nothing to 
prove when G is abelian. If G’> 1, let S be a minimal normal subgroup of G 
contained in G’. Then S is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p, and 
it is a simple [F,(G/S)-module (by conjugation). Let C be a complement of S 
containing a given upper infiltrated complement T of G’. We note that S is not a 
trivial lF,(G/S)-module, otherwise S is central, G = S x C, so G’= C’ and S is not 
contained in G’. Therefore Lemma 2.3 will apply for the group C= G/S and the 
module S. 
Now let U be any upper infiltrated complement of G’. Then U is contained in 
some complement C1 of S. Now Cl = cf(c)c\ c E C} where f : C + S is a 1-cocycle. 
Let T1 =Cf(t)r\ t E T}. Since by Lemma 2.3 the map H’(C, S) &H’(T, S) is 
zero, res f : T+ S is a coboundary, that is, there exists s E S such that f(t) = 
(s-l)‘s. Here ‘S denotes the action of t on s, that is, *s = W-l. It follows that 
f(t)t = s-‘ts and so T1 is conjugate to T. 
Now since T is an upper infiltrated complement of G’, so is T1. Both U and T1 
are contained in C1 and they are easily seen to be upper intitrated complements 
of Cl in C1 (see the end of the proof of Lemma 2.3). By induction, U and T1 are 
conjugate and so U and T are conjugate. 0 
Remarks. (1) Let T1 and T2 be two upper infiltrated complements of G’ and let ?/i 
be a chain of complements between Ti and G (i = 1,2). By the above theorem, T1 
and T2 are conjugate but in general y1 and y2 are not conjugate. Consider for 
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instance the semi-direct product G = (C, x C&C2 with C2 acting by inversion on 
each C3. If C3 x C3 is generated by a and b, take the chief series (+I C, x C3 = 
G’. The chains of complements C2< ((b)xCJ < G and C,< ((ab)xCJ < G are 
non-conjugate. 
(2) Often there exist complements of G’ which are not upper infiltrated and 
therefore in general the complements of G’ are not all conjugate. Take for 
example G = S,X C, with C, generated by z. There are two conjugacy classes of 
complements of G’= Ad. The (upper) infiltrated class is the class of ((12))X (2) 
while the other one is the class of ((1 2)) X ((3 4) . z). 
3. The representation on the top homology 
If X is a finite G-set, denote by z[X] the corresponding permutation rep- 
resentation of G, that is, the free Z-module with basis X and G acting by 
permutation of the basis elements. In particular if T is a subgroup of G, then 
Z[G/T] is the permutation representation corresponding to the transitive G-set 
G/T of cosets of T in G. 
Let G be a finite soluble group and fix a chief series 
l=N,aN,a.--aN,,=G. 
Let r = r(G) be the set of all chains of complements. We assume r# 8, that is, G 
is complemented. Consider the decomposition 
constructed in Theorem 1.4. Since ]K(G)] is homotopy equivalent to IL(G)] and 
since this decomposition induces a decomposition of ]K(G)] as a bouquet of 
spheres of dimension n - 2, we have 
K-AIL(G = K-,(lK(G)l) = y$r fL,<lSyl> zyTr Z. 
Now the action of G preserves K(G) and permutes the subposets S, in the same 
way as G acts on r. Therefore 
K-,(lUG)l) = Z[U. 
The description of the G-module structure of the top homology will be complete 
if we find the orbits in the G-set r. Since an orbit is characterized by the stabilizer 
of one of its points, we only need to determine the normalizer of each chain y E r. 
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a finite soluble group and let y E r be a chain of 
complements. Then the normalizer of y is an infiltrated complement of the com- 
mutator subgroup G’. 
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Proof. As usual we use induction IGI. If G is abelian, G is the normalizer of 
every chain and there is nothing to prove. Assume now G’> 1. Let N = N, be the 
minimal normal subgroup in the given chief series and let C = C1 be the maximal 
subgroup in the chain y = (1 < C,,-, < : * * < C1 < G). Let 6 = (1 < C,-, <. . . < C,). 
By Lemma 1.3, this is a chain of complements in the group C, relative to the chief 
series 
laN,ncae a .aN,-,ncac. 
By induction we have N,(6) = T, where T is an intiltrated complement of C’ in C. 
By Lemma 1.2, C is maximal in G and therefore C is either normal in G or 
self-normalizing. 
Case 1. N&C) = c. 
Then N,(y) = NG(C) nN,(s) = C nN,(s) = N,(S) = T and we have to prove 
that T is an infiltrated complement of G’ in G. We claim that Ns G’. Then it 
follows that (G/N)’ = G’/N and so G’ = NC’. Therefore T is a complement of G’ 
in G. Since T is infiltrated in C, it belongs to a chain of complements 1 < DneZ< 
* * . <D, <DO = C corresponding.to some chief series of C going through C’. The 
join with N gives rise to a chief series of G going through G’, to which 
corresponds the chain of complements 
1 CD,-,<. ..<D,<C<G. 
Since T belongs to this chain, it is infiltrated in G. 
To prove the claim, let it E N, n # 1. Then n$ NG(C) so there exists c E C such 
that ncn-’ $ C. It follows that ncn-‘c-’ # 1 and hence Nil G’ # 1. Since N is a 
minimal normal subgroup, we conclude that N< G’. 
Case 2. Ca G. 
Since C is a complement of N, we have G = N x C and N is central in G. 
Therefore NG(y) = N * N,(y). But clearly N,-(y) = N,(S) = T, and so NG(y) = NT. 
Now since G = N x C, we have G’= C’ and so NT is a complement of G’ in G. 
Since T is infiltrated, it belongs to a chain of complements 1 < Dndz < * . * < D1 < 
Do = C corresponding to some chief series of C going through C’. The same chief 
series with G added at the top goes through G’ and admits the chain of 
complements in G 
l<N<ND,-,<* * *<ND,<G. 
Since NT belongs to this chain, it is infiltrated in G. Cl 
Since G is assumed to be complemented, note that by Proposition 2.1, every 
complement of a normal subgroup is lower infiltrated. Therefore a complement is 
infiltrated if and only if it is upper infiltrated. Now by Theorem 2.2, all infiltrated 
complements of G’ are conjugate, and ‘so all stabilizers of the elements of the 
G-set r are conjugate. In other words, r decomposes as a disjoint union of 
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isomorphic orbits, and each orbit is isomorphic to G/T where T is an infiltrated 
complement of G’. Therefore we have proved our final result: 
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a finite soluble group and let r be the G-set of all chains of 
complements in G, relative to some given chief series of G of length n. Then 
H,_,(IL(G)I)~:Z[r]~Z[G/T]~. * *%Z[G/T], 
the number of summands corresponding to the number of orbits in the G-set I’. 
Remarks. (1) If G is not complemented, that is if r = 8, we know that (L(G)] is 
contractible. In that case, Z[T] must be understood as the zero module. 
(2) The Z-rank of I-I,-,(]L(G)() is the integer m = Card r, that is the number of 
spheres in the bouquet. The theorem implies that m is a multiple of IG’] because 
(G/T\ = (G’]. This was also observed by Bout [2]. In fact more is known: m is a 
multiple of ]G]/]G : G’]c where (G : G’JO is the square free part of ]G : G’J, that is, 
the product of all distinct prime factors of (G : G’J. This follows from [4, Theorem 
3.11, using the fact that m is (up to sign) the reduced Euler characteristic 
m = i(IUG>l) = x(lL(G)l) - 1, w IC in turn is known [S, Theorem 31 to be the h’ h 
Mobius function ~(1, G) for the lattice L(G)= L(G)U{l, G}. 
(3) The group Aut G also acts on IL(G)], but in general it does not permute the 
spheres in any decomposition of IL(G)] as a bouquet and H,-&-(G)]) is not a 
permutation representation of Aut G. If every normal subgroup in a chief series 
happens to be characteristic in G, then Aut G permutes the spheres in the 
decomposition of Theorem 1.4 and so H,-&(G)]) is a permutation representa- 
tion of Aut G. On the other hand, in order to see that this is not the case in 
general, take G = C, X. . * x C, an elementary abelian group. Then the represen- 
tation of Aut G = GL(n, p) on H,-,(]L(G)]) is the Steinberg module (see [9] or [6, 
Chapter l]), which is far from being a permutation representation (see [3, 
Proposition 91). 
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